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Abstract: The EPSRC funded KIM Grand Challenge project to investigate the use of Knowledge and Information Management techniques in the context of the emerging product-service paradigm in engineering is introduced. The paper focuses on the topic addressed by Task 3.3 of this project, decision support. An outline is offered of an approach to decision support which combines the Unique Adequacy (UA) requirement of methods with Transformation-Flow-Value (TFV) theory. UA requires that reports are [1] grounded in a detailed inside knowledge of the topic and [2] are theory neutral. TFV theory emphasises the importance of flows in the analysis of production. It is suggested that these two approaches may be usefully combined to facilitate: [1] the design of through life decision support; and [2] the creation of the through-life community of practice which makes possible the sharing of information across the whole product-service life cycle.
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1. The Aim of the Research

This paper outlines an intended contribution to Task 3.3 of the EPSRC funded ‘Grand Challenge’ project, Immortal Information and Through-Life Knowledge Management (KIM). KIM involves eleven UK universities, including eight EPSRC funded Innovative Manufacturing Research Centres and spans a number of industries including aerospace and construction. Its aim is to address a perceived shift among engineering companies towards a product-service paradigm and to explore the implications of this for knowledge management. Thus, the project seeks to identify approaches to information and knowledge management that are appropriate to the through-life support of products. The four Work Packages (WPs) and eleven Tasks into which the project is organised address the evaluation, input, storage, access and use of information and knowledge over extended periods of time and across a diversity of organizational, occupational and other knowledge communities. The four Work Packages address, respectively: [WP1] recording design knowledge in a manner which is sustainable throughout the product-service life-cycle; [WP2] the operational systems and knowledge communities in which knowledge is accessed and used; [WP3] the nature and use of knowledge. WP4 is concerned with the co-ordination of the other three.

The approach of WP3 is based upon two key premises. First, on a distinction between knowledge and information which holds that the former is an act or a process, while the latter is an artefact or a thing (Davenport and Prusak, 1997). Second, that knowledge, decision making and learning capacity are intrinsically related concepts which must be considered collectively. The three tasks in WP3 are concerned respectively with: [T3.1] addresses the role of knowledge in the creation of procurement procedures which encourage innovative improvement; [T3.2] focuses upon the learning processes required to support a shift from product delivery to service provision paradigms; [T3.3] seeks to increase understanding of support for decision-making processes at key points in the product-service life-cycle.
The primary aim of T3.3 is to increase the understanding of decision-making processes and the various methods available to support them within the context of product-service projects. This will facilitate the achievement of a second aim, to provide suggestions for the improvement of decision support systems and related practice. In order to achieve these aims, this contribution aims to answer three questions:

1. How do we create the conditions in which information will be available for decisions, useful and clearly understood at all points in the life cycle?

2. How can we provide a common conceptual basis for an understanding at all stages of the product-service life-cycle, such that the right data is assembled, saved and made available in a clearly understandable form to potential users?

3. Can such a conceptual basis be used also to underpin decisions that facilitate the integration of key systems and interests in the through life product/service and the resolution of potential conflicts?

These will be addressed using an innovative and evolving approach which combines a descriptive research methodology with a generic theory for the development of production improvement solutions. Finally, the contribution aims to integrate with other Universities’ initiatives within the project, in a process of collaboration that should ultimately span the whole of the Grand Challenge project.

2. Finding a focus

The first task is to identify key decision making processes in design, construction and service in the built environment. Currently, we understand the life-cycle of the built environment as having seven phases, each phase entailing decision making processes: decision to procure; design, procurement; construction; maintenance and operation; refurbishment/change of use; demolition. Each of these phases involves the decision making processes of a multitude of stakeholders. Thus, even in a single industry, understanding the product service life-cycle is a vast enterprise.
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• In order to make this more manageable, we propose to concentrate on four central phases: design; procurement; construction; and maintenance and operations.

• As a starting point, we intend to talk to facilities managers as key informants on the process of maintenance and operation.

• Using Ohno's 'five why's' (Womack, Jones, & Roos 1990) we will attempt to trace knowledge management problems in this phase back to construction, design and procurement phases.

• We will also investigate the decisions made by sub-contractors (shop-floor teams) again tracing KM problems back up the incentive and design flows but also tracing decisions forward for their consequences, in the light of what we have learned from facilities managers.

This procedure is organised through the dichotomy of intended policy and operational reality. The mechanisms necessary for effective knowledge management being flowdown of policy to reality and feedback from reality to policy (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Key elements of the research design.
3. **Understanding decisions**

The second task is to clearly understand the decision making processes that we have identified. We suggest that such an understanding depends upon us conducting our research to meet the unique adequacy (UA) requirement of methods (Garfinkel 2002; Garfinkel & Wieder 1992). Research conducted to this standard has been shown to be useful in supporting the design of IT applications (Rooke & Seymour 2005) and holds out the promise of innovative approaches to the design of such applications (Button & Dourish 1996; Dourish & Button 1998). The UA requirement has two forms, both of which “are founded on the principle that the activities and procedures of persons in a setting can best be accounted for in terms of the understandings that those persons have of that setting” (Rooke, Seymour & Fellows 2004:656).

In brief, the two forms of the UA requirement stipulate that:

1. the research achieves a detailed inside knowledge of the research topic;
2. the research report is theory-neutral.

In its weak form, the UA requirement demands that “the analyst must be *vulgarly* competent in the local production and reflexively natural accountability of the phenomenon” (Garfinkel and Wieder 1992:182). Thus, to analyse a decision making process adequately, we must know what any participant in the process would ordinarily know about that process. This knowledge, expressed as competence, is the kind referred to by Ryle (1963) as 'knowing how'. The question of whether that understanding has been achieved is a matter for the judgement of any other competent participant. In this form the requirement is proposed as a criterion for adequate ethnography, the most certain method for acquiring such knowledge being participant observation. However, it is possible to usefully apply it to other forms of enquiry, such as interviews and questionnaires. Thus, for instance, a questionnaire designed by someone who had no direct knowledge of the process under study is likely to contain irrelevant, misleading or even meaningless questions.
The strong requirement concerns the reporting of research. It demands that the methods of analysis used to describe a process should be derived directly from that process. This assumes that the methods that participants use in the process of making a decision are sufficient to the purpose of producing an account of that decision. This assumption has a particular piquancy with regard to decisions, where 'the decision' might be nothing more than a gloss used to account for an indeterminate phenomenon which is invoked retrospectively to excuse or justify a particular course of action. However, it is proposed as a standard for the description of any social setting, that is to say, any phenomenon which is composed of (and by) conscious beings who are able to produce an account of their own activities. It is proposed that methods of analysis which are alien to the analysed setting (thus introducing a theoretical spin to the description) must involve some distortion. Although the strong requirement was originally proposed as a criterion for ethnomethodology, we suggest that its theory neutrality gives it too a far wider application. Unlike findings that are theoretically constructed, UA findings are available for to a diversity of different theoretical and practical purposes.

UA reports have at least two possible applications in whole life decision support: [1] to inform the design of decision support systems; [2] to promote common understanding between knowledge communities at different stages of the life cycle. However, UA reports are purely descriptive in intent. They do not in themselves offer solutions to practical problems of production, service or knowledge management.

4. Communities of Practice

The notion of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) draws attention to the situated and social nature of knowledge. Ryle's distinction between 'knowing that' and 'knowing how' is again relevant here and is illustrated in Figure 2 in terms of information and practices.

The nature of 'decisions' themselves needs to be explored: are they something that is made by an authorised decision-maker; or something that emerges, without necessarily being explicitly made at all. In the light of this, what constitutes effective decision
support? How is the task of bringing together relevant information, requirements and viewpoints in a decision-making context to be achieved? Button & Sharrock (2002) have shed some light on these questions, demonstrating the high level of specification of an actually existing decision making process that can be achieved through observation of the UA requirement of methods.

However, it will be necessary to build some kind of community of practice across the product-service life-cycle, if adequate decision support is to be achieved. UA descriptions can go some way towards this, by illustrating particular stages of the process for the benefit of decision makers at other stages in the process.

This is unlikely to be sufficient in itself for the development of a community of practice. We propose that a vital contribution will be the introduction of generic production theory concepts intended to inform and develop practice. If these can be shown to offer local improvements at each stage of the product-service process, then this will create the necessary interest in adopting them.

**Figure 2. The relationship between information, practices and decision making**
5. TFV production theory as a common conceptual basis

It is implicit in the concept of community of practice that a shared understanding is a pre-requisite of sharing information; thus, a set of shared ideas is necessary in order to create a community of practice that can facilitate decision support across the product/service life-cycle. Our second research question addresses this necessity; how can we provide a common conceptual basis for an understanding at all stages of the product-service life-cycle, such that the right data is assembled, saved and made available in a clearly understandable form to potential users? Such a conceptual basis would underpin both appropriate practices for recording and sharing information and a shared understanding of data thus preserved and distributed.

We propose Koskela’s (2000) Transformation-Flow-Value (TFV) theory as a possible source of concepts for such a shared understanding. While traditional production theory is based on an analytic decomposition in which production is seen as a transformation of materials, recent innovations (Quality Management, JIT, Business Process Re-engineering etc.) see production as a flow (of materials and other things) or in terms of the generation of value.

TVF theory provides an account of the importance of the concept of flow in developing new approaches to improving production. Lean construction, as embodied in the work of the European Group for Lean Construction, the International Group for Lean Construction, and the Lean Construction Institute, is an adaptation, development and implementation of the lessons of the Toyota production system in the construction industry. Lean construction's main innovatory tool, the Last Planner System (Ballard & Howell 1998) is a prime example of the practical application of the flow concept. A crucial issue is the tension between short & long term thinking which is itself implied in the distinction between product and service paradigms. There is a growing body of evidence of the effective application of lean principles on construction projects (for instance, Thomassen, Sander, Barnes, Nielsen, 2003, Versteeg 2006).

Thus, we aim to apply the principles of TFV theory to the analysis of decision making processes to identify common unifying concepts. We believe this will enable us to provide a viable basis for a common through-life understanding of the product/service
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life cycle, which in turn will underpin an immortal community of practice. Some ideas which initially suggest themselves as useful in this way are:

1. The understanding of the product/service life-cycle as a product flow;

2. The understanding of the product/service life-cycle as the generation of value in the context of a customer-supplier relationship;

3. The methodology of the Toyota product development process;

4. The importance of achieving incentive flow-down from procurers to shop-floor teams;

5. The development of standards which underpin flexibility.

In offering generic concepts that underlie practical improvement initiatives and tools, TFV goes beyond promoting understanding in throughout the product-service life-cycle to encouraging shared thought processes between different occupational groups and life-cycle stages.

6. Conclusion, developing a community of practice to improve the product-service process

The approach to through-life decision support outlined in this paper combines thorough empiricism with tested theory.

The UA requirement offers a standard for empirical research that has proven efficacious in IT design. It has been suggested here that research to this standard can also be used to promote common understanding across the life-cycle.

The adoption of TFV as a conceptual basis for decision support, together with the introduction of UA reporting, opens up the possibility of systems which underpin the integration of key systems and interests and the resolution of potential conflicts in the life of the product/service. Thus, this approach seeks to move beyond the improvement
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KM systems towards the development of KM systems which support improvement of the whole construction product/service process.

The use of a production theory that has been successfully implemented in practice favours the creation of a through-life community of practice that does not merely promote common understanding and interests but is enabled to promote improvement across the whole product-service process.

Thus, the two approaches work in tandem (see Figure 3). Drawing together the strands of uniquely adequate description and TFV theory analysis as a basis for communities of practice promises to both inform the design and facilitate the adoption of decision support systems.
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Figure 3. The full research and development process
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